
A set of tables for generating encounters in the Underdark.   
 
The Underdark is a huge set of caverns, tunnels spanning the entire world, and the below 
tables detail some of the encounters you may have in this frightening place. 
 
The first table is an optional modifier table, used to spice up the other three if necessary.  
The remaining three detail the upper, middle and deeper levels of the Underdark. 
 
If using the tables in an existing adventure, select the level which most appropriately 
describes your current location and begin.  If you are just starting your adventure in the 
Underdark, begin from the Upper Levels table, and continue from here.   
 
If your encounter occurs a little deeper into the Underdark, before rolling on the table use 
the middle levels modifier table.  This makes things a little tougher, a little more 
dangerous.  If you go even further, you will need to roll on the deeper darks table.  This 
table stands alone, as the encounters are very deadly. 
 
Adventures in the deeper darks will likely involve lot of running away.  You will use a 
D10 to find your deeper dark encounter as you may not combine elements of this table. 
 
To use the table, roll a D20.  Find the matching encounter element and roll a further D3 
(D6/2) to add a detail.  If you wish, you may at this stage add up to 2 modifiers from the 
table below which match one or both of the dice on the left hand side of the table. 
 
Does your encounter feel complete yet?  If so, hurray!  You can throw this element at 
your players to give them an Encounter in the Underdark! 
 
If not, repeat the process above, adding another encounter element in addition to the first. 
Repeat until your encounter feels right. Around 2-3 elements per encounter should be 
enough. As stated above, deeper dark encounters do not allow extra elements to be added, 
they are dangerous enough alone.  Note that the outcomes listed are suggested examples 
only, your party may produce other outcomes in play. 
 
D6 Social 

 
Item 

 
Location 

 
Trap 

 
Combat 

 
1 Friendly High Quality Sparse Magical Tactical 
2 Sleeping Hidden Vast Obvious Weak 
3 Trickster Hard to reach Pokey Invisible Finesse 
4 Secrets Embedded Pitch black Fiendish Cowardly 
5 Manipulative Magical Lush (fungus/roots) Deadly Powerful 
6 Distrustful Cursed Stifling Pre-sprung Masterful 

 
 
 
 

D20 Encounter elements Potential Outcomes 



No. Example encounter element 
Type D6 roll 1-2 D6 roll 3-4 D6 roll 5-6 

Positive 
outcome 

Neutral 
outcome 

Negative 
outcome 

Upper levels 
1 A well provisioned pack pony. 
  With 3 days 

food + water 
Abandoned, 
half starved 

3-4 elvish 
owners nearby 

Food, water, map 
to surface.   A 

pony 

map to surface, 
pony meat, glue 
making supplies 

 

Poisoned food, , 
glue making 

supplies 

2 A trading post manned by a dwarf 
  Links to the 

surface 
Preparing a 

caravan 
Recovering 
from assault 

Supplies, weapons 
and armour. Local 

rumours 

Angry words and 
barred doors 

Alerts hostile 
customers to your 

presence. 

3 A dark elf “damsel in distress” 
  Pit traps with 

spikes near 
2D6 archers in 
alcove above 

Spiders and 
webs 

Food/water, map 
to city.  Nice 

bows and armour 

Escape unharmed Captured by slavers 
and taken to deeper 

levels for sale 

4 A tragic deep gnome. 
  Wielding twin 

(sml) scimitars 
Hopelessly 

lost, confused 
A lot tougher 
than they look 

Ally/ information. 
Will travel with 

for D6 days 

Shared meal 
around campfire 

(local info) 

A battle. Gnome 
will always escape 

if losing. 

5 A strange, multi faceted device 
  Sentient and 

knowledgeable 
Teleport to 

pocket home 
Trapped soul 

within 

Item/inhabitant 
provides useful 

advice 

You break the 
item after the first 

use. 

Item hurts and 
wounds user when 

used. 

6 A floating platform over an abyss 
  Can be used to 

cross pit 
Will descend 

slowly 
Powered by 

magical wpn. 

Platform works as 
described 

Platform gets 
stuck in mid air 

over pit 

Platform plummets 
into abyss. 

7 A lever 
  Pull for pit 

trap 
Pull for poison 

gas trap 
Actual trap is 

monster  

Trap avoided or 
disabled. 

Trap springs, but 
only affects 1 
party member 

Trap springs and 
catches all party 

members. 

8 A suit of armour 
  Magically 

animated 
Removed to 
climb wall.  

Angry wearer 
still inside 

Foe defeated, you 
gain a suit of 

magical armour 

You defeat foe 
but the armor is 
damaged badly 

You are badly 
wounded/killed 

9 A hermit in a cave 
  Teacher of 

arcane tricks 
Vow of 
silence 

Idiot savant 

The hermit assists 
you in some way 

The hermit is of 
no help 

whatsoever 

Dealing with the 
hermit is tiring, 

exasperating 

10 A subterranean lake, small boat 
  Zombies lie 

beneath 
The water is 
drinkable! 

Poisonous 
vapours 

You cross 
successfully and 

advance 

You fall into the 
water and need to 

swim 
back/onwards 

You drown, 
suffocate or are 

eaten by zombies 

11 A nondescript tunnel 
  Floor falls 

away 
Spikes from 

the floor/walls 
Rocks from 
the ceiling 

Traps avoided,  Trap hurts you, 
but reveals 

passage onward 

Trap hurts you and 
collapses tunnel 
ahead or behind 

12 A narrow stone bridge over chasm 
  A sole 

Duergar stands 
Dark elf 

archers over it 
A golem 
guarding 

Cross the bridge 
successfully, and 

defeat foe 

Driven away and 
cannot cross 

Pushed or driven 
into the chasm, 
falling deeper 

13 A lost child 
  Actually deep 

gnome, trap 
Real child, but 
Duergar trap  

A derro in 
disguise 

Defeat enemies 
who spring the 

trap 

Trap is a surprise, 
but you win in the 

end. 

Captured and taken 
deeper into the 

dark. 

14 A cart crashed into a wall 
  Deadly poison 

gas surrounds 
A swarm of 

insects erupts 
Explosives set 

to blow! 

Trap avoided or 
disabled. 

Trap springs, but 
only affects 1 
party member 

Trap springs and 
catches all party 

members. 

15 A poisonous lake 
  Kuo-toa lurk 

nearby 
It looks clear 

and clean 
Slippery lead 

up, gasses 

You avoid the 
trap, and bypass 

the lake 

The trap springs, 
but does minimal 

damage 

You are severely 
poisoned /killed by 

trap. 

16 A very narrow tunnel 
  Murderous 

dark elves wait 
 Deep Gnome 

spearmen  
Dead end, rear 
sneak attack! 

Defeat enemies 
who spring the 

trap 

Trap is a surprise, 
but you win in the 

end. 

Captured and taken 
deeper into the 

dark. 

17 Spider centaurs hunting 
  Looking for an 

escapee 
Hunting for 

prey 
Resting after 
hunt success 

Hunters are not 
interested in 

fighting. 

You defeat foes 
but the armor is 
damaged badly 

Captured and taken 
deeper. 

18 A well equipped paladin’s corpse 
  Reanimated! Killers lurk Fresh wounds, 

Decent armour, 
weapons, and 

some provisions 

Corpse/equipment 
left as party 

retreats/advances 

Adventurers are 
wounded or killed 



Attacks! nearby eerie silence 

19 A maze of tunnels  
  A hook horror 

hides within 
Built to lead to 

waiting cult 
Mechanical 
traps inside 

Maze navigated/ 
foes defeated 

Lost in maze for 
D3 days, 

ambushed/ 
trapped. 

Lost for 2D6 days, 
hurt badly by traps/ 

ambush. 

20 Giant spiders, a large web 
  Invisible 

strands trap 
Trap door 

spiders 
Swarms of 
tiny ones 

Spiders 
vanquished! 

Trapped in web 
for D3 days, but 

spiders dead. 

Trapped and eaten. 

 
 

D6 Encounter elements Notes 
Ex. Example encounter element 

Type D6 roll 1-2 D6 roll 3-4 D6 roll 5-6 
Rough notes on how this affects the further 

elements rolled 
Middle levels (roll once and continue on lower levels table) 

A large city 1 
dark elves 

 
deep gnomes Grey dwarves 

Encounter may take place outside or within city.  Could lead to 
further social encounters, shops etc or may just be a huge number 

of angry inhabitants.  Elements may be from city, or outside 
elements interacting with city n some way.  

Large area of magical darkness 2 
Impenetrable 

 
Caused by a 
magic gem 

Moving/ may 
follow you 

Elements are within an area of magical darkness. Traps take 
advantage of this, as to combats.  Social may e lost or hiding and 

items may be hidden.  

After 2D6 days of travel  3 
Without any 
sign of food 

Without any 
sign of water 

Without any 
food/water 

You may be forced to travel for days without potable water or 
food unless you bring it with you. You may face danger 

undernourished and fatigued. 

Rumbling/earthquake 4 
Due to thermal 

vents, (heat) 
Fissures form 
around you 

A roar from 
the deep 

Underdark is constantly changing.  Earthquake may block off 
where you came from, or change an uninteresting cavern into a 

razor edged forest of rock splinters. 

Numbers/value/power of elements 5 
double triple quadruple 

The encounters you meet are more dangerous, but more 
rewarding the deeper you go. 

6 Roll twice on this table This only applies once, so you could roll a 2 and a 5, but not a 2 
and a 6 to get two further.  Any sixes are rerolled until another 

number is found. 

 
 

D10 Encounter elements Potential Outcomes 
Ex. Example encounter element 

Type D6 roll 1-2 D6 roll 3-4 D6 roll 5-6 
Positive 
outcome 

Neutral 
outcome 

Negative 
outcome 

Deeper levels 
1 Ilithids conducting experiments 
  Breeding troll 

monstrocidies 
Waiting for 

you. 
On someone 
you know. 

You escape to the 
upper levels. 

You escape 
deeper into the 

dark… 

You die horribly 

2 A vast nest of spiders with queen 
  Swarming 

towards you   
Small ones 
cover you 

The web has 
you caught 

You escape 
deeper into the 

dark… 

You escape, 
pursued by the 

arachnids 

You die horribly 

3 An undead overlord and retinue 
  Powerful lich 

sorcerer 
Skeleton army 

follows 
behind 

Elder vampire 
of a dead race 

You avoid 
detection entirely 

and escape 

You escape to the 
upper levels. 

You die horribly 

4 A rumbling ahead, a red glow… 
  Thermal vents! 

Lava! Run! 
A horrifying 

demon! 
Hallucination, 
deadly fungus  

You escape to the 
upper levels. 

You escape 
deeper into the 

dark… 

You die horribly 

5 Shadow dragon! 
  A family of 

them! 
An ancient 

and powerful 
one! 

Sensing your 
presence 

You escape to the 
upper levels. 

You escape 
deeper into the 

dark… 

You die horribly 

6 A sinister subterranean sea You turn back You set sail upon You die horribly 



  Touch water 
for deadly gas 

Tenacled 
titanic terrors   

Entrance 
below floods. 

down another 
tunnel  

the vast sea.  
10D6 miles 

across. 

7 The tunnel behind you collapses 
  Where did all 

the air go? 
Trapping you 
with (reroll) 

And the floor 
begins to crack 

You move the 
blockage 

You press on 
deeper, your  air 

is running out 

You die horribly 

8 A twisted cathedral, a dark ritual 
  an ancient race 

of the dead   
Watchful eye 
of a dark god 

Adventurers 
names on altar 

You escape, 
watched by an 
unknown evil 

You escape 
deeper into the 

dark, after being 
cursed. 

You die horribly 

9 A fluffy bunny 
  Legends speak 

of its power 
Insatiable 
bloodlust  

Homicidal 
fury & aura of 

fear 

You escape to the 
upper levels. 

You escape 
deeper into the 

dark… 

You die horribly 

10 A creature time forgot. 
  Bound by 

failing wards. 
Ia! Ia! Cthulhu 

fhtagn! 
All teeth and 

eyes and 
scales 

You escape 
deeper into the 

dark… 

You escape, 
pursued by the 

beast. 

You die horribly 

 
 


